Linux System Engineer Open
Systems
Romania, Iasi

The Company:
The Cleint has more than 4000 employees, and is one of the most important ICT providers
in Benelux. They develop, implement and manage IT applications and infrastructures for
medium-sized and large organizations. The They overcome challenges for clients in the
healthcare, social security, retail, public, industry, logistics and financial sectors.

Job mission:
You are part of the Linux Competence Team, whose aim is to guarantee and maintain the
functionality of the customers’ IT infrastructures plus, to cover design and implementation
activities.
Your mission is to deliver projects for the Customers (internal and external) and to handle
complex incidents & problems as 3rd level of technical support. In this manner, you will
collaborate with multiple teams in order to identify the best technical solution for the
customer, thus ensuring obtaining the desired result.

www.brainsconsulting.ro

What does the Job entail:
• carrying out containerization projects with customers, working in close cooperation
with them while providing high-quality services;
• You are comfortable with interacting, with all types of business profiles, in a remote
way and also face-to face, when the situation requires it (on-site projects);
• you are keen on keeping your professional knowledge and technical skills up-to-date;
you put focus on self-development in order to be able to help others, both as
colleague and as technical specialist within the team. Your motivation inspires others
to follow your example and keep it dynamic!
• You are happy to share your knowledge by involving your colleagues in the delivery
of the projects you have worked on. Besides providing them with the necessary
documentation, you also share your experience and the way you overcame technical
and delivery project challenges.
Who are we looking for?
• You have 5+ years of relevant ICT work experience as a System Engineer, which
means that you have demonstrable in-depth knowledge of the following domains:
• Operating Systems (Red Hat Enterprise Linux, SUSE Enterprise Linux);
• Container platforms (Openshift / OKD, Kubernetes, Docker); Tooling (Ansible,
Jenkins, Git);
• You can work independently but also enjoy working in a team;
• You have strong communication and analytical skills;
• You tackle problems like a real entrepreneur;
• You are eager to learn, displaying both a passion for IT technology and for creating
the best customer experience possible;
• You are fluent in English (a good knowledge of French language is a plus);
• You have completed a higher education (Bachelor or Master Degree).

Please send your resume to IT@brainsconsulting.ro

More info – please contact Adelina Tirziu – IT Recruitment Manager: 0040733733411

www.brainsconsulting.ro

